
William Morris

General Information

Morris was an artist, writer,
textile designer, and
Libertarian Marxist

He was originally an
architect, soon after
becoming a painter

Still kept an interest in
architecture

throughout his life

Born in Walthamstow,
England on 24 March, 1834

Died from kidney disease
on 3 October, 1896

Morris, Marshall, Faulkner &
Co. was established in 1861

Creating tableware, furniture, wallpaper and soft
furnishings, all of which were hand crafted,

amongst other handcrafted products and materials

Collectively formed by: Morris, Edward Burne-Jones,
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Philip Webb, Ford Madox
Brown, Peter Paul Marshall and Charles Faulkner

Interests

Typography

Literature
Writer of poetry, fiction, essays, and

translations of ancient and medieval texts

Art Painting

Textile design

Product design

Architecture

Marxism

Socialism

Libertarianism

Nature Preservationism

Attained a degree from Exeter
College, Oxford in 1855

Tendencies of Thought

Movements

Active in the growing movement
to return originality and mastery

of technique to embroidery

Royal School of Art Needlework - aim to restore
Ornamental Needlework for secular purposes to

the high place it once held among decorative arts

Arts and Crafts Movement

The Aesthetic Movement

Theories

Aesthetic theory of art

Morris ventures to say that aesthetics consists in an
appreciation of beauty, but also grasps matters of

ethics, utility, and production

His ideas represent a theoretical critique of, and a
practical protest against, the mysterious

character of academic discourse

"Have nothing in your house that you do not know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful."

From capitalism’s dying culture, William Morris brings forth a
theory, aiming to return the public’s aesthetic affection to

its material roots; studying art both from the angle of
production and encounter

Socialist

Wrote "Chants for Socialists" 

Wrote a manifesto of
Social Democratic

Federation

Implemented socialist
thoughts into designs

Philosophies

Preservationism

Adopted Ruskin's philosophy of rejecting the cheap and tasteless
decorative arts and architecture produced by industrial manufacture,

he instead wished for a return to hand-craftsmanship, promoting
artisans to the level of artists, creating hand made art that should be

affordable, avoiding any sort of hierarchy of artistic mediums

Ruskinian principles

Had a desire to protect the
natural world from pollution

and industrialism

Utopian socialism

Idealist philosophy - that aesthetic perceptions,
such as Kant sees them, have to be without

purpose and interest, detached from questions of
sensual character (causality) and labour

Kantian idealism Kantian beauty

Marxism

Ideas

His mission was to create textual and
decorative models, expressive of

how art might breed social
happiness, economic well-being, and

ethical honesty in modern society

Here there lies a Kantian
question: How is a genuinely

salutary art possible?

Says that beauty cannot be justified by
separating out the categories of politico-economic

power and aesthetic planning

He wanted high quality
furnishings, materials and interiors to

be available to everyone

Modernsit thinking

Morris' theory acuses the unsuccessful
promises of progressive liberalism where
the idealist aesthetic of beauty is abused

as a key component of modernity’s
ideological discourse

Work

Style/technique

Uses flat line and colour, with
realistic three-dimensional shading

Force, purity, and elegance
of the silhouette of the

objects represented

"Depth of tone, richness
of colour, and exquisite

gradation of tints"

Opus Anglicanum
embroidary technique

More
expressive embroidery

techniques

Subject Matter

Medieval elements

Pattern design

Impacts of his work

Majorly contributed to
the revival of traditional textile arts

and methods of production

helping preserve historic buildings in
the UK (to this date) through the Society
for the Protection of Ancient Buildings

With his regard to the conservation of the natural world
and riddance of industrialism historians of the green

movement regard Morris as an important figure of
modern environmentalism

What's embodied into his work?

Themes Nature

Flora

Fauna

Natural materials

Significance of practice

Arts and Crafts Movement

William Morris largely led the movement into what it became

This movement was a against the exhausted state of the
decorative arts at the time and the conditions in

which they were produced

He wished to merge art to industry by
employing the values of fine art to the

production of commercial design - this was a
key element in the progression of design in

modern times

Manifesto
(SPAB)

[Click to View]

The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
(SPAB) produced this in response to the conservation
problems of the 19th century, the manifesto increases

protection to all times and styles and is still the
philosophical foundations for the Society's work

Areas of work

Literature

 The Sundering Flood

The Defence of Guenevere
and Other Poems

The Haystack in the Floods

Masters in this Hall

The Snow in the Street

The Life and Death of Jason

The Earthly Paradise

"prose romances"

News from Nowhere

Textiles

Church embroidery

Embroidary

Painting

Crafts

Metal work

Glass work Stained glass

Hand crafted
products and

materials

Influences

Paintings of the Pre-Raphaelites (a group
of English painters, poets, and critics)

"The Nature of Gothic" from the second volume of The Stones
of Venice, essay by John Ruskin

Morte d'Arthur by Thomas Malory

Poetry by Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Adopted John Ruskin's philosophy of
the rejection of industrial

manufacturing of decorative arts,
returning to hand-craftsmanship

Socialist politicsA member of the Democratic Federation
For the decade he was part of this, his

creatives efforts derived from this

Medievalism
The system of belief and
practice characteristic of

the Middle Ages

Kantian thought and idealism 

How he Innovated

Popularised:

The use of more
expressive techniques in:

Embroidery

Painting and design

Hand crafted
materials and

products

The prose romance novels — including The Wood Beyond the World and
The Well at the World's End — have been noted as important

milestones in the history of fantasy fiction, his works were the first set
in a completely invented fantasy world helping revive the genre

Successors

Edward Burne-Jones

J. R. R. Tolkien
Inspired by Morris'

fantasy writings

Precursors

Dante Gabriel Rossetti

Philip Webb

Ford Madox Brown

John Ruskin


